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In this paper we consider the existence of the solution tothe inverse problem to 
identify (q, u) satisfying 
d,u - d,(a,,(x, 11 8,~) + b,(x, t) d,u + q(x) c(x, t)u =f(x, 11, 
dA,,=O, 
ul,=o=dx), 
ul,=T=z(x). 
We use the Galerkin method to reduce the above-mentioned problem to a tinite- 
dimensional problem and then use the degree theory to obtain the existence of the 
inverse problem when the unknown parameter q is of definite signs. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider the existence of the solution to an inverse 
problem for aparabolic partial differential equ tion. This kind of question 
does not always possess any definite answer. Inpoint of fact, F.Murat in 
[ 10, 113 considered theinverse problems that have no solutions. 
Next, we give asimple example, inwhich the inverse problem of a heat 
equation has no solution. 
Consider the following initial-boundary valueproblem for the heat 
equation: 
a,u-qa;u=o, t E (0, T), x E (0, 11, 
u(0, t)=u(l, t)=O, 
u(x, 0)=x(1 -X). 
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Given the data 
u(x, T) = x( 1 - x), x E (0, 11, (2) 
the inverse problem is to determine q. Here we assume q to be a constant. 
Set v= u - x( 1 - X) and then we have 
a,v-qa;v= -2q, 
v(0, t)=v(l, t)=O, (3) 
v(x, 0) = 0, 
v(x, T) = 0. (4) 
First, observe that qmust be positive to guarantee hwell posedness of 
(1) and (3). We will show that such aq does not exist. If this were not true, 
then by the maximum principle (e.g., cf.[16]) from (3) we get v(x, t) <0, 
Vx E (0, l), Vt E (0, T). Therefore, v(x, T) < 0. But this is in contradiction 
with (4). So, no positive q satisfies (1) and (2). 
Therefore, it behooves u to investigate the xistence of the solutions to 
inverse problems. 
There are many articles treating the question fexistence in various 
special cases (e.g., cf.[l-3, 6-8, 9, 12, 15, 17-193. The following s a rough 
summary of methods used for proving existence: 
Method 1. Inverse Sturm-Liouville Method. Certain one-dimensional 
and quasi-one-dimensional problems can be reduced to inverse Sturm- 
Liouville problems. (Quasi-one-dimensional problems are those which can 
be reduced toone-dimensional problems, for example, radially symmetric 
problems are often of this type.) Inthis case well established methods such 
as those given by Gel’fand and Levitan [S] may be applicable. For 
example, Cannon [2] used this method to establish theexistence th ory 
for an inverse problem involving a  elliptic equation. 
Method 2. Compactness Principle Method. First, ransform theinverse 
problem into an optimization pr blem over an admissible parameter set. If 
the parameter set is compact then the continuous co t functional will attain 
its extremum on it. For example, Banks and Kunisch used this method 
in [l]. 
Method 3. Integral Transform Method. Using special transforms one
reduces aninverse problem involving partial differential equ tions to an 
equivalent and potentially easier problem. Romanov [12] used this 
method to change an inverse problem for the telegraph equation toa 
problem involving thedetermination of a function from its integrals given 
over afamily ofcurves orsurfaces. 
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Method 4. Miscellaneous. Because most inverse problems are non- 
linear, nonlinear methods were used to study existence problems, e.g., 
W. Rundell [ 131 used the fixed point heorem to prove the xistence of an 
inverse problem. 
In this paper we will use the degree theory of a mapping to prove the 
existence of an inverse problem looking for the coefficient in thelowest 
order derivative term. We obtain a positive answer when the coefficient is 
of definite signs. 
2. EXISTENCE OF THE COEFFICIENT IN THE LOWEST ORDER TERM 
We shall use the Galerkin approximation method and the topological 
degree of a mapping to prove the existence of the coefficient of thelowest 
order term for aparabolic equation with terminal measurement data. 
Let us consider the mixed initial-boundary value problem of a uniformly 
parabolic equation, 
=qu =f(x, cl, (x, t) ED, 
a,,24 -0, dR t E (0, n, (5) 
UI,=O=O, XE.0, 
where 
yquEa,u-ai(aij(x, l) ajU)+bj(X, t)djU+q(X) C(X, t)U, 
a,~ = u~(x, t) aju CO+, xi), 
with aterminal measurement 
4I=T=z(x), XEQ, (6) 
where QE R” is a bounded open set, the coefficients aV(x,t), bi(x, t), 
c(x, t), and the nonhomogeneous term f(x, t) satisfy theregularity condi- 
tions stated, e.g., in[4], and the following conditions: 
Hl. f(x, t) > 0, c(x, t) >0 > 0, where 8is constant, 
H2. q E Qad u oad, where 
Qac, = {qE Q; q(x) ~0, llqll~~ GM,,11~11~ GM), 
k, = {q E Q; q(x) >0, v.x E 0 llqll p G M}. 
Q = P(0) and the constants A4 and M, satisfy M, 2 A4 mes Q/K with 
K> 1. 
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Then Vq E Qad v Dad there is a unique solution to(5) denoted by 
u=u(q), UEV with V’=C2+‘(D), hw ere the definitions of C”(Q) and 
C2+.(D) can be found in [4]. 
First, wehave 
LEMMA 1. Under assumptions Hl and H2 Vq E Qad the following results 
1”. u(x, t) >0 and is an increase function of Iq(x)l, 
2”. lim IMT; 4111 L2cnj = 00 as Ml = 11~11 Llcn, + a, 
3”. u(x, t) >$(x, t), V(x, t)E D, where II/ E V is defined by the 
following equations 
a,$ - a,(a, $) +bi a;$ =J in D, 
adi,,=o, t E (0, n, (7) 
*/,=o=o, in l2, 
4”. u(q) -% $ in V, as q A 0 in Q, 
are true. 
ProoJ: For any q E Qa,, we can find apositive number k so large that 
k > Iq(x)l c(x, t), Vx E 0, Vt E (0, 7”). Set u= ue .-kt and then 
a,U -a,(a, dju) + bi aju +(k + qc)u =fepkt, in D 
a,01 -0, PC2  (8) 
uly=o=O, in 4. 
Because k+qc>O, u(x, t) >O, V(x, t)e D, by the maximum principle [4]. 
So, u(x, t) >0, V(x, t) ED. 
We have q= -141 for any qEQad; thus, instead of(5) we consider 
a,u-a,(a,,a,u)+biaiu-qcu=f, in D, 
avul -0 aa-? (9) 
uIr=o=O, in Q, 
where q(x) >0, Vx E 0, i.e., q E oad. 
Take q1 y q2 E kd with h=q,-q, >O, and set ui=u(q,), w-u,-au,; 
then we have 
a,w-ai(a~ajw,+biaiw-q,cw= hcu,  
a,wl,,=o, 
wI,=c)=O. 
(10) 
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Then by the maximum principle we get w > 0, i.e., u2 >u1 when q2 > q1 
and ql, q2c oad. That is, conclusion l  is true. 
Next, if qE Qad, then the solution u to (5) can be represented as 
where Go is the Green function of (7). 
From assumption Hl, we can find aclosed subset Sz, c52 and a positive 
co such that 
Go(x,t,~,t)c(r,~)~~o>O, tJx> 4 Efi,, Vt, -z E(0, n
where mes 52, is very close to mes Sz. 
For any q E Qad with 11qj1 Lo = M, we define 
coy s {x E i22; Iq(x)l > /?M,/mes a}, 
where p< 1 is a positive constant. 
Then mes oy > 0, because 
I n,. ‘I Idx)l dx 6 s mes(Q\o,) G PM, 5 
J’,,, Idx)l dx = ja Idx)l dx- {Q,u Idx)l dx 
Y 
>MM,-/?M,=(l-P)M,. (12) 
And on the other hand, we have 
J I&)l dxd lhllc meso,< Ilq116mesw,<Mmeso,. (13) (u ” 
Comparing (12) with (13), and considering M, >, Mmes Q/K we can 
obtain 
meso ,(l-B)Ml,(l-b)mesQ 
4’ M ’ K ’ (14) 
So, we get 
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I ’ u(x, t) dx > i Is Go(x, t, 5, ~1 f(5> 7) dt dz dx % wq 0 R 
I 
+ ~c,M, mes oy II u( [, z) dt dr/mes Q. (15) 0 oJy 
It follows from the above that 
s 
f 
u(x, t) dx 3 I II Go f exp{ /Ice tM, mes o,/mes Q}. (16) 9 oq 0n 
In particular, using (14) we have 
I 
T 
u(x, T) dx b SrJ Got.9 T, ., .)f(C, 7) 4 dz dx % q 0 0 
xev{B(l -P) coMt T/K). (17) 
AS M, -+ +CO, we know j,,, U(X, T) dx --+ co. From this we can get 
conclusion 2”.
If qE Qad we set w= u - $, and then it follows that 
a,w - &(a,j a,w, + bi d,w = -qcu, in D, 
d,wl2f2=0, t E (0, T), (18) 
wl,=o=O, in D. 
By the maximum principle we immediately get3”. 
Conclusion 4” is valid by the continuous dependence of uon q. 1 
LEMMA 2. Under assumptions Hl and H2 t/q Eoad the following results 
(1) u(x, t) > 0 and is a decrease function fq, 
(21 lim Il4T; 4111 L2caj = 0as MI = 11~11 LlcR) -+ cc 
(3) 0 < u(x, t) < $(x, t), V(x, t) ED, where $ E V is defined by(7), 
(4) u(q) A 1// in V, as q J, 0 in Q, 
are true. 
Prooj The proofs of(l), (3), and (4) are similar to those in Lemma 1, 
so we only need to prove (2). Obviously, instead ofproblem (5) we can 
consider the problem 
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a,u - a;(u,, a u, + b; a+ + Mqcu =f, in D, 
a,,u1 -0 8&Q-) (19) 
Ul,=O=O, in Q, 
where A4 is a positive number and /lql/ p = 1. 
Multiply the two sides of (19) by u and integrate th m over D: 
aii 8, uaju + 2h4 
l q(x) 4% t)u2 D 
= 2 c, .fu - 2 j” Ubi a;u. (20) 
Suppose q(x) >q,, >0, and considering that (20) is uniformly e liptic we 
have from (20) 
s u2( T) + 2v R ID IVUI 2+ 2A4 jD qcu2 
QZjJil-2 jDubiaiu 
~jDf2/(~q,B)+:MjDqcu2+K2nj qcu2/(vq~e)+vjD IVu12, (21) 
D 
where the constant K is so large that K> Ib,(x, t)l, i= 1, . . n, x E !S, 
t E (0, T). so, 
jQ u’(T)+ vjD IW2+ C~-K24h,~)1 jD v~2GjJ21WMV. 
If we take A4 so large that M - K2n/( vq,O) >0 and SD f’/( Mq,B) < E, 
then we have 
s 242(T) < E. 1R
THEOREM 1. Suppose that assumptions HI and H2 hold and that 
z E C’+“(a) and n < 3. Then 
(1) there xists a solution tothe inverse problem (5) and (6) in Qad if 
z(x) > It/(x, T), Vx E Sz; 
(2) there xists a solution tothe inverse problem (5) and (6) in Dad if 
0 <z(x) < I)(x, T), Vx E I-& 
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(3) there exists a trivial so ution q = 0if z(x) = $(x, T), Vx E 0; where 
$ is defined by(7). 
Proof. It is obvious that result (3) is true. 
Next, we prove conclusion (1)using the Galerkin approximation method 
and the topological degree of a mapping. That is, we suppose q EQad from 
now on. 
Suppose {dn} cL*(R) .IS a complete orthogonal system satisfying 
1”. (#i, &i> =Jn 4;(x) 4ji(x) dx =hp 
2”. ddi+Ai#i=O and cY~#,I~~=O, 
3”. O<A,<I,d ... din-f +a, 
4”. {#n} is complete inL’(Q). 
Then VhEH3(Q) we have 
l/hi&,= -f(l+&+Af+I;)cf. 
i=l 
Suppose 
q/v(.)= i 4?&(.), c+-(4, ;), i=l 
ZN( .)=f ziq5;( .), 2 =(z, 4;), 
i= 1 
(22) 
and 
u,(x, t) F ; vi(t) h(x), 
i= I 
Substitute qN, zN, and u,,, into (5) and (6) and then making the inner 
product ofthem with $k we get 
fik(t) + {(av(+, t) aj$r, adk) +(bi(., 1) ad,, 4k) 
+ (9N(.)C(.Y t) 4,, dk,> M=fk(t)> t E (0, n (23) 
Uk(O) = 0, 
and 
u/J T) = Zk, (24) 
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where k= 1, . . A’, ti, E (d/dt)u,, andfk(t) E (f( ., t), dk). In fact, (23) is a 
Cauchy problem of a system of differential equ tions and it has a unique 
solution (u,(t), . . uN(t)), tE [0, T]. 
Consider the mapping 
F’: Qad,N + RN, (25) 
where 
F’s (F;p, . .F;), 
F; 3 u;(T) - zk, 
(26) 
(27) 
and vi = uk(t; qN, 2) is defined by
tik(t) + A{ (ai~c.2 t, ajdr, azdk)+ cbi(‘? t, ai4r, dk)+ (qNC(‘? t, $r? $k)> ur(t) 
= Afk(t) + (1 - A)(@” - qk)/T, (28) 
uk(o) = 0, 
where II/” = (e(T), 4k). 
Then we claim 
(a) F” is homotopy on [0, 11, 
(b) F’ is differentiable w th respect to (ql, ..  .qN), 
(c) we can take A4 in Qad so large that 04 Fz(dQad,,). 
(a) and (b) are obvious; thus, we only need to prove (c). 
By the assumptions f Theorem 1V/E > 0 3 a closed nonempty subset 
wcL2 and q>O such that 
z(x)> ICI@, T)+ r, VXEW, (29) 
and 
mes(Q\o) <E. 
Consider the following problem for iE (0, T] 
aft4 + A{ -ai(Ufj a.jU+ bi djZ4) + qCU} 
=~f+(l-~)C~(T)-qllT, in D, 
a,4 lx2 = 0, 
UI,=O=O, in Sz. 
(30) 
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The solution to (30) for 2E (0, l] can be represented by 
+ j; jQ Gi.( x, t, t, z)[(l -J-)/T+ Mt, ~145, ~11 ldt)l 4 & 
(31) 
where the Green’s function G, is defined by
a,G,+1{ -d,(a,iajGj,)+biaiGj,> =6(x-5)&t-z), 
avG;.laa = 0, 
Gj.I,=,=O. 
(32) 
We know GA > 0 by [4]. For any A E (0, l] and Vq E aQad by Lemma 1 
and (3 1) we take M, so large that 
I u2(x, T) dx > s z’(x) dx. R s2 
Therefore, by the Galerkin approximation method we can take N so large 
that 
i 
z&(x, T) dx > 
I 
z’(x) dx. 
R n 
Considering C,“=, [u;(r)]’ = Jn z&(x, T) dx and C:=, [z”]’ <
jn z’(x) dx, VN, we have 04 F’(aQ,,,,). 
Next, if A= 0 and M, is large enough, obviously, 0 # F”(aQad,,). 
Therefore, we obtain (c). 
Hence, by the degree theory of mappings (e.g., cf.[14]), we have 
deg(O, F’, Qad,N) =&do, F;“, Qw,J) 
= deg(O, F”, Qad,N)r (33) 
where F” is defined by
F” = (Fy, .. . FO,), F; ES v;(T) - zk, 
and. (u:(t), . . v;(t)) are defined by
ti; = [I)” - qk]/T, 
u;(o) = 0. 
(34) 
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From (34) we have 
We take 
then 
(k = 1, ..) N . 
qk=$k-Zk, (k = 1, . . N); (35) 
u;(T)-zk=O, k = 1, . . N. 
If qk determined by (35) belongs toQad,,,,, then
In fact, he function 4 3$(T) -z E Qad by the assumption; therefore, 
(i’, . . 4”‘)~ Qad,N, where 4” is defined by (35) i.e., gk= (4, dk) 
(k = 1, . . N). 
By the theory of topological degree and (33) there is a solution 
G?, . .> 4NH2Wi,N to the inverse problem (23) and (24). 
By the definition of Qad,N there exists a GN E Qad such that $= (qN, 4,) 
and the sequence {q,,,) is bounded in H3(Q). Hence, there exist a sub- 
sequence ofit, (q,,}, and a go Qad such that 
4n A q, in H2(12). 
Therefore, it follows from the imbedding theorem inSobolev spaces that 
q E C”(i=zy. 
Finally, using the Galerkin procedure we know that qis the solution t  
the inverse problem (5) and (6). 
Conclusion (2) can be proved by a similar argument, which is outlined 
here. 
Define the mapping P”: Q+, -+ RN as (17). 
We consider a subset ofQad, 
In Qe, we can take A4 so large that IIu(T)II <EC lIzI by conclusion (2)
of Lemma 2; hence, the mapping PA satisfies (a),(b), and (c). 
The remainder ofthe proof or conclusion 2” is the same as that for 
conclusion l”,which is omitted here. 1
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